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Charlie Goe

To
by Ron Levesay

at in hi econd-floor tudy
H efinishing
a bottle of chianti and
conv r ing of many thing . Th
hour was very late and the conversa
tion had dwindled to lethargic com
ment on the various virtues of the
grape, when harlie pointed to a
small, curved wine bottle hanging
from a leath r thong on th wall
and id ntifi d it a a p r onal fri nd
that had been his companion
through many dark hour . The n k
of th bottl wa very long and
sharply curv d. It wa enca d in
brown leath r tit h d with raw
hide trip and th leath r wa well
indicating in
worn at the dg
deed, that it had not always erved
as a mere wall decoration. I dis
covered my elf thinking that for
ev ry drop of liquid that the little
bottle must hav born and pour d
forth, om ling ring m mory of
past joys and sorrow must remain,
and I was jealous of the bottle, for I
possessed no such talisman.
"My wine flask ... ," said Char
lie. "We've been through a lot
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together- m and my wine fla k. Did I ev rt 11 you ab ut the
tjm l took my wine bottl to hur h?"
I aid ·•
" ipp d my win and ~ttl d more d eply
into my hair.
"lt all h ppen d," he aid, "becau ' Maria mad m
promi to go to church. hat wa in the day b fore I wa
anti-Christian o, in pite of my lack of enthusiasm, I agreed.
I had been to a kind of irn prom tu tag party that had been
particularly well upplied with wine, so it wa early Sunday
morning when I arrived home, flask in hand, to go to church.
My troubles really started when I was in the bathroom trying
to get dres ed. I wa wearing tight pants and boots (we called
them 'fruit-boots'). I couldn't get my sock to tay up. I
would pull my pants-leg up, then the ock, but when I pulled
the pants-leg down again the ock would come down with it.
I sat on the john struggling with my ock half an hour
before I said to hell with it and decided to I ave my pants
legs up-you know, like knicker . I can't stand loo e socks.
So there I was in my fruit-boot and knicker , wine jug in
hand, ready for church.
"We drove over to my mother-in-law' to pick up Maria's
sister, the one who was 30, unmarried and had gone to
California once and come back convinced that it was the
most wicked plac on earth. Maria' family was alway after
m to go to church, e pecially h r moth r. I went occasionally
but th y ouldn't b ati fied unle it wa very we k. Whil
w w r waiting for Harriet to get ready, I took my wine
flask into the kitchen and raided th refrigerator. I was sitting
with my feet on the table eating a andwich when my
mother-in-law came in and asked if Dorothy could go with us
too. I said yes, bit into my sandwich and took a swig of wine.
She shuddered and disappear d. Another sister, Miriam was
added to the list and at la t they all filed into th kitch n,
appropriately somber, one after another, followed by m y
mother-in-law. Maria was already there , off to the side,
waiting. She was no longer surprised at anything I did or
said. The sisters looked on me with amazement. Harriet
stepped towards me and started to speak, but before she
could get it out, I leered at her and began to chant in the
lowest, most drunken voice I could manage,
4
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'You kn w my Fri nd ' , with what a brav
arou
I made a cond Marri' g in my h u ;
Divorc d old barr n Rea on tram my Bed,
And took the Daught r of th Vin to pou e.'
With that I laugh d and upturned my fla k and they all
shudder d and disappeared - xcept Maria. She aid that she
didn't want to go to church this morning and that sh wanted
to go home.
"Word came shortly that the three sisters had found
another ride so we got in the car and left. I turned left at the
highway and Maria cried, 'Hey, this i n't the way home!' I
agr ed that it wasn't and said that I still wanted to go to
church. After all, I told her, I had promised to go, and,
be ides, everybody would be glad to see me-they had all
seemed so eager to save my soul.
" 'You can't mean it,' she said.
" 'I certainly do,' I said.
" 'But you can't .. .'
" 'Why not?'
" 'Like that?' She waved her hand at me in disgust.
" 'Like that,' I stated flatly.
"I told her she could come back for me later, so he let
me off in front of the church and I headed for the big wooden
doors. Once inside, I was attacked by everal whi p ring
u her . Head turn d and there wa ome huffling. On
u her urged m toward a
at near the door but I wa n't
about to be o asily ubdued. I announ d that I wanted to
sit down front. There was some urgent whispering but I
remained firm. There was a great rustling and shuffling of
feet as I was escorted to my pew in the first row. Well, you
know how no one in a big church ever sits in the first pew?
That's where I at- in the fir t pew in my knickers and fruit
boot and still clutching my wine bottle. The mini ter was
disturbed, but he tried ·very hard to be Christ-like and for
giving by ignoring me. Things quietened and he proceeded
with his sermon. I remained quiet and attentive throughout
and when offering time came, I gave generously. I wanted to
see the minister and tell him how much I admired him-he
seemed such a kind and forgiving man. But I knew that if I
waited until after the service I would be overrun by the
nexus, fall 1970
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crowd and probably never g ·t t ' c him. Th y wer taking
up the off ring and the mini ·t r wa ·itting in m ditation o
I thought my b t chan ·c w uld b t g up and
• him
right then. I r e and mad for the ·m· II tair at th id of
th pulpit. Two u h r tart d toward rn , but I calculated
that if I mov d at ju t th right pe d I could g t th r fir t.
I knew that if I got onto th
tair I would be afe. The
pulpit wa hallowed ground and the u her couldn't follow
me. I dashed forward and lept tot he tairs ju t as the arm of
the usher wer reaching for me. God was on my side, after all.
"The mini ter was sitting with his forehead re ting on
his raised fing rtips ey clo ed in meditation. I approached
him and, without looking up, he growled in a low , urgent
voice, 'What are you doing? Get down! Get down!' l said
that I wanted to ee him and that I admired him very much.
"'Will you ee me after the ervice?!' I asked.
" 'Ye , anything. ow will you please get down from the
pulpit-you're ruining the ~ervice!' Hi voice wa higher and
becoming frantic.
"I was ati fied o I started back toward my at and
found eager hand waiting form at the tair . A hand clo ed
about my shoulder and a whisp ring voice urged m back
towards my s at. The u her put a econd hand on my
houlder and I topped dead. I aid, 'Are you man-handling
me?,' and he lept back with hi · hand rai - d, agha t. ' o!
o! h
tammered ha tily. II· in ist ~ct that h ju t want d
to h Ip me back to my at. H eem d g nuin ly horrified
at my ugge tion and I wa orry that I had up et him o. For
the rest of the rvice I at in the front pew with two u hers
on either side of me. I felt very special and was glad that I had
come to church. They tried very hard to make me fe 1
special. They ven held my ong-book for me during the
singing .
•,After th ervice, I went back to the mini ter' office
to wait for him. I had a f w wallow of wine and talked with
a vi iting minister who was there too. He seemed very
interested in talking with me. When the minister came into
the room he turned red and shouted, 'You! What are you
doing here? Why were you trying to sabotage my ervice?'

I told him that I had only wanted to tell him how much I
admir d him, but h talked out of the room b for I could
ay anything mor .
"Out ide th church I aw Maria waiting for m . A I
approach d th car, I aw a r d-faced man talking to a mall
group of people. H wa practically in t ar and wh n he aw
me he turned away sharply. I overheard him aying, 'When he
came in, none of my choir could stay in tune!' I got in the car
and Maria a ked me how the service had been. I said 'fine'
and told her how pecial they had made me feel."
Charlie tossed down the last of hi wine and asked me if
I would care for another glass.

6
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SpilliNG OuT
The words don't want to come.
It make me wonder if I haven't been in
one pla e too long.
Stagnating ... like the old polluted er k
down the road.
Th word don t want to com ,
and y t th y k ep on pilling out
and I wonder if I hav n 't polluted my mind
with thoughts of dead animal discarded
in forgotten garbag cans.

Michael A. John on

8
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J ohnny, d ar

tart g tting r ady for church now,"· aid
hri tma morning, and Johnny wa
Mr . mith. It w
pr ad on th floor writing in the n w not b ok h h d
found und r the tre that morning. Mr . Smith wait d and
watch d for the boy to respond. "Get up, d ar " h r p at d.
"Don't you want to go and ee the baby Jesus?"
Johnny carefully closed the shiny, new notebook and
slowly stood up. Something about this action bothered Mr .
Smith; the boy was too graceful, too lithe. He reminded her
of a cat stretching after a nap and intent on avoiding any
waste of motion. Holding his notebook in front of him,
Johnny said evenly, "No, I don't want to see baby Jesus."
"Baby Jesus" had been pronounced like a dirty word,
and Mrs. Smith was ready to invoke traditional forms of
maternal discipline. Her swing was off and the only damage
was the notebook knocked from Johnny's hands. The boy
cried, picked up the book and moved back in to a corner.
Mrs. Smith stared but nothing made sen e. His mouth was
closed, but it seemed as if fangs were bared. His eyes gazed
steadily at the woman, but they were earching the entire
room for ome new threat. His hands turned red squeezing
the notebook, and yet, it was not bent but held almost
loosely. Johnny stood like an animal protecting ome dear
piece of forage.
Di cipline wa deferred to Mr. Smith, and Johnny w nt
to ee baby J e us.

Degreed as the periods you
lecture your name ends
abbreviated like th alphabet.
Evenings you walk bearded
as Homer to the d n
filled with thought and
unpubli hed poem , promising.
Academically measured
metr s fill your mind
a th old organ grinder
pa
. Hi mouth r d
adly
a K at ' hi lyri
ung. The n w coin
you toss mi e his
out tretched cup.

"ITEMS"
by Allan Rise

Michael J. Rench

Mrs. Jones had been droning over the League of ations.
Johnny had switched her off early in the class, and was
contemplating the next item in his notebook. The binder
was older and worn with handling. But it served as Johnny's
only and most faithful companion.
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"And n w, cla , w '11 take up th c llecti n I m ntion d
ye t rday. W uld th fir t per n in :.ich r w pl a pick up
th mon y." agcrly th ·hildr '11 ·tart d m ving d wn th
ai l . Johnny' dr 'am wcr br k n with an upturned palm
hoved into hi fac .
"Com'on," he demanded, "We gotta b at the other
rows."
"No" said Johnny.
Mrs. Jones watched the confrontation, wondering wheth
er or not to intervene. The lady hated no, feared John Smith.
His work wa good and he caused no trouble. But he was
un ocial; the boy would not "relate."
"Johnny," asked th teacher, "don't you have any
money?"
"Yes."
"Don't you want to contribute?" Mr . Jones wa losing
her grasp on the "teacher-student relation hip" and her own
temper.
"No."
"Johnny, why don't you tell the class and me ju t why
you won't gi e?" Shame could be very eff ctive when used
properly.
The boy' gaze moved lowly and teadily around the
room. 0 ther tudent quirm d in their de k a if there
were som r lation b tween phy i al di comfort and th
embarra ing ituation now reached. Ev nly h aid, "I will
not tell you and the cla b cau I don't want to. I will not
give because I don't want to." And he opened the notebook
and began to write.
Mrs. Jones spent many nights mulling over the things
that could have been said to put that Smith boy in his place.
On hi report card sh wrote "poor" after the words "works
well with oth rs," and considered that ufficient.

Notebook in hand, Johnny paused in front of the door
marked "Counsellor," knocked and went in. Mr. White waved
him to a seat and prepared for the standard ten-minute session.
"Well John, what would you like to do when you get
out of school?"
12
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' othing."
"What do you m an 'nothing?' "
'What do y u m an 'what do I m an? " Johnny an w rd.
Mr. Whit looked for om trace of hoodlum defiance.
Johnny' hand wer neatly folded over hL notebook. Any
trace of nervousne s or intent to ridicule was mis ing.
"Would you like me to leave?" a ked the boy. But Mr.
White was reading back into the boy's file-back beyond the
blocks that were hi sole concern. Johnny quietly stood up
and walked out.

Graduation was on a hot Saturday night. Mr. and Mrs.
Smith began to worry when they couldn't find their son
after the ceremonie . The next morning they called the
police. A few days later Johnny's cap and gown were found
in a trash can, and the Smith were informed that under the
laws of the state, John Smith was an adult, perfectly free to
do as he plea ed. They would, of course, keep his name on
file in the Mi ing Persons Department, but even if he was
located there would be no way he could be compelled to
reestablish contact with the family.
Mr. Smith muttered om thing about "queer kid, good
riddance."
Mr . Smith often wander d back to Johnny' room. It
was the notebook that drew her. He had not tak n it with
him and while it remained on the desk, Johnny would be
right. The woman often wondered what wa written
be
in that tattered collection of paper that had been so close to
him. But remembering Christmas morning she would not
touch it, a if ome charm still protected it contents. It sat
and collected dust like a dog waiting for a ma ter.

;11

Mrs. Smith answered the door and there stood Johnny.
She was not really surprised; the notebook was still back
there so he must return for it someday.
:'May I have my notebook?" The voice still spoke right
through her. Mrs. Smith nodded and fetched it. Johnny took
nexus, fall 1970
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it and op n d it. Mr . Smith c uld r ad th fir t p g up id down." 'It m ' by John mith " it r ad. J hnny r mov d th
he t hand d th b ok ba k to h r and 1 ft.
Th p 11 w r mov d and Mr . Smith p nt th r t of
the day leafing through blank pag fter blank p g .

by Dr. Gary Pacernick

Julio Cortazar:
Winners translated by E. Kerrigan. Pantheon 1965. $5.95.
End of the Game & Other Stories translated by Paul Blackburn.
Pantheon 1969. 4.95.
Hopscotch translated by G. Rabassa. Pantheon 1966. $6.95.

Julio Cortazar of Argentina has published relatively little
for a man of his prodigious talent: two novels, (Hopscotch,
The Winners) and a book of short stories (End of the Game);
he ha al o written and published poetry and translations. But
Cortazar, who is 53, has not bided his time. With his last
novel, Hopscotch, he emerged a a major novelist with a new
sense of direction.
Cortazar is fascinated with the mandala: "a mystic laby-
rinth, a design like the graphic projection of a spiritual pro
cess." For Cortazar the game of hopscotch "is a ceremony
with a mystic religious origin."
14
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a r volt
If w add t thi my tic qu t f r on n
f
hi
w rk,
a ain t literary Ian ua , w have th main thru
e p i lly II JP cotcli .
rtazar ha aid, ' I'm going to try to crcat my own
language." H peak of a language going b yond imagery to
a n w "stellar g ometry ," ba ed on "figure form d by
con tellation of character ." But Cortazar ha not quite
caught up with hi own in tigation .
End of the Game is the fir t collection of Cortazar'
storie in Engli h. The author describe his torie as ' glimpses
or dimensions of hint or possibilitie that terrifi d or fa ci
nat d me and that I had to exhaust by working them off in
the tory."
Mo t of the storie in this collection are like surrealist
fantasies built around an inner ten ion: a man reading a
my tery novel becomes the victim of the murderer; a man
staring into an aquarium at a trange variety of fish becomes
one of the fi h · a young woman i drawn through time and
space to meet another ver ion of her elf.
Cortazar is intrigued by "exceptions " because, to him,
they offer an opening, a fracture called hope. He ha aid "I'll
go into my grave without having lost the hope that one morn
ing the sun will ri e in the We t."
P rhap
inc
ortazar lov s xception it is not too
trang that th tory whi h
med mo t memorable to thi
r ad r i an exc ption to th oth r torie in th book.
The Pursuer i a nov Ha-length tory which i almost
naturali tic in it d piction of a pathetically beautiful jazzman
moving toward hi doom. Johnny Cart r - perhaps Charlie
Parker to whom the story i dedicated - is one of Cortazar's
heroe . He i a man who, without ever thinking about it, is
almost oblivious to the convention of normal life a he
strive to tran cend time and to burst into mu ical vision.
Cortazar, who is an amateur jazz musician, has tre
mendous insight into the agonized sensibility of Johnny
Carter. But Johnny's anti-self, his biographer Bruno, is also
conceived with great sensitivity.
The Winners is Cortazar's first published novel. In it, for
some reason, the passengers on a cruise are not allowed to

16
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cro ov r t
i
t rn . Th· crew i my tcriou ·ly ab cnt
fr m th p
quarter . What ·tarted ut to be a
pl a ure rui
·
a nightmar .
imon in
P r io th mo t ngaging character i , lik
Lord of the Flies, a vi ionary. He i th only per on on th
hip who can ee the tern. Like jazzman Johnny Carter
Persia create hi own vision.
The only other character who has the courage and the
audacity to see - or to attempt to see - the stern is killed.
The others hug the habits and objects of the quotidian lives.
The man who attempts to see at all cost i Cortazar's hero.
Hopscotch is Cortazar' breakthrough. The book i the
mandala, the my tic labyrinth that intrigues the writer. His
protagonist, Horacio Oliveira, plays this child's game through
out the novel.
Horacio attempts to de troy the rational order of things
by a kind of ritual hopscotch in which the search for the one
become a eries of spiritual exercises. His in pira tion is La
Maga, a woman with pea ant simplicity and ensuality, who
continually gives Horacio "lessons in how to look at and see
thing ." In La Maga he sees the part of himself that he can
never quite realize: "Only Oliveira knew that La Maga wa
alway reaching tho great timeles plateaus that they were
all e king through dialectic . '
Horacio'
arch ha a tragic denou m nt. H wants to
find a vi ion tran cending rational categori , but he cannot
love the woman who embodie this vi ion. So he looks for her
elsewhere. He even leaves his bohemian retreat in Paris and
returns to his homeland, Cortazar's Argentina.
In Buenos Aires he renews his relationship with Traveler
and Talita, a married couple who are old and dear friend . But
the e two people, like La Maga, do not under tand hi quest.
They merely live. Horacio lowly goes in ane and in the pro
cess leads Traveler and Talita a merry chase across his laby
rinthine hopscotch. But they will not go over the edge with
him; they are too naive - too conditioned to the tragic
beauty of human reality.
Cortazar leans heavily on absurd comedy. He believes
laughter is essential to the most monumental situations. But
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hi h ract r ri abov th ir ab urd ituation · th y ar - for
a bri f mom nt b for Hora io' 1 ap - abl to liv .
ortazar bring th r d r to th out r limit to th
" nd of the game." H tak off from Po , th ymboli t and
surrealist , but he i triking hi own ore.
His purpose is hi method: to burst through the mask of
literary and philosophical conventions and create a vision
transcending space, time and individuation. He moves beyond
the social vision of the naturalists, the aesthetic universe of
Henry Jame , and even beyond the picaresque symbolism of
Mann and Thomas Wolfe.
He reminds this reader most of the mature Joyce, a man
of genius destroying old forms in order to create new ones.
For Cortazar, a literary work is an exercise in the act of
creation, meant to revivify man's faith in language ( or what
language might become) and in the ability of the self to
create in a self-destructive world.

DARkNESS
•

hREATltES IN • ••
Darkness breathes in through, the almost closed window;
Through drifting curtain , hrouding, absorbing his dream.
Like fluff at death' nostril curtains tremble, iLent proof night live despit day's clinging heat.
Coldly, he, abandoning empty double bed
To cry of di tant trucks on far-off concrete,
Grope pa t flimsy ere n into the breathless night;
Out! Into ca cad of locu t heard dimly through catara t .
Slumping xhaust d, br athl s in hi rock r
A slight night breeze moves A olian tree .
Chills through sweaty night go\3/.n· he squints to see
His town by tars and moon; but rainless clouds obscure
Exe pt during glimmering h at-lightening instant ;
But darkne s droop back b fore weak ye can focus.

Fred Stigers

18
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Th

day wa cry tal blu , xc pt
moky around lh
dg ~ th
room d v gray. Whit
mu lin
drap d t on id at th window.
Th
un wa ·h d the paint d floor
to l monad . The body und r the
quilted cov rlet form d an "X'
until it rolled right out of bed and
stood up.

Quickly he slumped back on
the bed, reaching our for the edge
a h went. His heel coo ted the
tan throw rug into a wrinkl . Bat
ting hi ye d lib rately th win
dow and th room am j nto fo u .
He crat h d at the thatch of hair
hanging over hi for h ad, stalk d to
the ba in, and stuck hi face down
into the deep bowl and under the
cold water. He wrapped a towel
around hi wet head, covering hi
face too. After he toad befor the
window, h flung off the towel and
yawned into the un. Eyes wide
now, he propped on the sill and
studied the light.
"Could be a good day for
shadows. None of this Bright White

22
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Light type of day for me. A littl
mi t round off the dge ·. Help
the bl nd. Thi i a good town for
blend . Tho c fak fronts aero
from th hot 1 could make a good
tudy in hadow-on- hadow. Yeah,
they've even put a de erted balcony
on the hotel for me and my ea el.
Yeah, might even get a calico
character to splotch again t the
grey. (These people make a thing
out of their past.) Yeah, and today

by Carolyn Haynes
being Memorial Day, they'll have a
tin pan parade. Buncha littl r d
white and blu pap r doll again t
the grey. Better g t out there before
the bell ounds for the fir t round.
Some tip I got on this place."
Backing up to his easel, then
turning to it, he picked up his
brush and palette, mixing teal blue
with white. Making geometric
strokes at first then sluffing off the
corners, he laid the oil thickly on
the canvas. In the upper left corner,
his window was a red oval, a
yellow arrow coming straight down
out of it. The right side held two
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verti al t al blu lin
the l ngth r th canva . h y ran
ab olut ly parall 'I. H paint d with p • d and p w r. Th
paint blobb d out ·1 littl at lh' b ginning of e·1 ·h tr k .
"What'. Thr
le ccnding note ! h
ational nth m!
Red, whit and blu , and don't forg t th gray."
Thu ob erving, he packed hi tool under hi arm and
darted out the door, down two flights of st p . A he rounded
the second landing, he looked down on the gla s pane with
the gold letters of the oda fountain. It occupied the ground
floor.
"Oh, that band ha to practice t pping in um on now.
Time for a sundae. Gotta have a undae to get that red, white,
& blue right."
He pu hed at the door with his free hand and it swung
inwards. After ordering the sundae he tood by the counter
wanting to see how much syrup he got: whether it would be
between the scoops or just dribbled on top for looks. The
man in the too-small white jacket cooped up icecream with
pride, held the can high when pouring the chocolate. He
delighted in the froth of whipped ream planted a cherry
aplomb. Then he tood back to mea ure the ffect of brown,
red, and white. Evidently he approved, for he connected the
di h with the counter as the painter conn cted hi coin with
the counter. Holding the ea el again t the counter with a
knee the painter at m a ured bit . H
ketch d on a
tarch d pap r napkin with th other hand, catching th
line of th whit jack t and dribbling yrup in idea balloon
that hint d at a hexagon on one ide.
"Enough of this. The parade beckon . Got plenty of
white paint?"
He trotted with hi tools down the sidewalk until he
reached the tair to the balcony. Once th re, he di cov red
the board to be rotting but manag d to find a couple that
wer half-solid and tood on tho e.
The parade, just a bunch of people beating drums and
bowing fiddles and blowing trumpets, hurried by. "Still
tinny." No braid or brass appeared on any shoulders, no
talisman in any caps. "Bright red, bright white, bright blue."
One man wore red trousers, a royal blue hirt, with white
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cuff on b th. A woman di play d a pa t tar in th d p
roup n ar d a
v c of her n ckline. Grin gr w wid r a th
beer-and-lemonade tand et up on th c urthou e lawn.
"I came here for contra t, and I g t cari ature. Gu s I
can't put my own twi t on thi cene: can't ee the crowd
for tho e white cuffs. Don't have the di cipline to handle the
thing in it totality. Keep pinpointing. Well maybe I can
pick a whole picture off my memory tree. Just pluck a juicy
plum. Better get out of town for that."
He wa down the teps and off at a fast walk to the
edge of town. He walked without looking around, staring
down at the cracked blacktop and bobbing his head. He
slowed as the surface grew increasingly rough and then
topped where the street formed a circle at its end. Inside
the circle was a weedy park, and a gravel road led off into the
country ide. He set up his easel.
When he had hi palette and brush poi ed, he looked
acros the emi-circle in front of him. There in a lot with the
gra cut quite hort shaved in pots, stood a three-story
salt box. The walls reached straight up without the aid of a
porch, a stoop, an extra wing, or even a rotting balcony. It
was in very good repair, fre hly painted mustard yellow. No
hutters to flap, no cornice to hang from one nail under the
ave . No roof hingle to pop up: the roof wa tin. He
b gan to paint.
The straight lin of th hou e appear d on the canva
gr yed from mu tard to old gold and lightly inclining to the
left. Three door appeared on the front wall, and two were
hinted at on the sides. The house was painted as if een
from both sides at once. A very narrow set of steps led down
from each door to the square of bare dirt in front of it. He
was painting on a h avy wa h of white. He looked almost
constantly at the canvas as he worked until a clatter of metal
objects reached his ars. He looked from underneath the
the thatch of hair as he applied navy lines in the "sky" beside
the house.
A man appeared at the left front door with a tin pail
and a spade. He walked around the side of the house to the
back and disappeared. Simultaneously a woman appeared in
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a mi-tr t at th front d or with a quill h Id light a ain t
wn uickly, r p atedly. h
h r h t. h 1 k d up,
di app ar d al . H ontinu d t etch hi blu lin
n b th
ide of th "' ky." h n the man cam back into igh t n th
right id of th hou , cro d th lawn, and w nt up th
left et of t p . H tood befor the left door with hi head
tilted to the side. Then he di app ared again. Th woman
also came back to the front and went in the right door. A low
hum of machinery and a huffling noise came from the hou e.
He had laid down his bru h and stepped near r the road. The
woman had worn a frighten d look, and the man had eemed
in a daze.
"They e m old, yet I can't gu ss what age ...."
He had another chance to gue s at th ir ages wh n next
they emerged from door on opposite ide of the hou . The
woman had a kitten. The man had a gun. They both tamped
their feet on the dirt before going behind the hou . o
sound came from where they went.
"Queer pair thos two. You'd think they were marion
ette . Damned ugly stage they've got."
He picked up his bru h, then dropped it a a paniel
pup jumped up to a window inside the house and began to
squeal. He could ee a heavy rope around it neck, pul
led taut making the hair tand out wh re it cir led. Th
pup w
choking from it own in i ten e to e out. Th
woman fir t came running around the hou , then the man.
Woman w nt to the right door m n went to the I ft door.
Both had lock d b hind th m when they la t cam out. Each
set at the door with ferocity, rattling th knobs, kicking at
the bottom panels. The door in the middle wvng open in the
light breeze. The two people ran down th ir step and around
the corner to door on oppo ite ide of the house. Th y
had not aid a word. The pup wa toppling for lack of air.
He went back to his canvas and began to paint th man,
the woman, and the dog. Both people wer shown dre sed in
grey, the woman wearing a tiny bright green kerchief on her
head, and the man a yellowed handkerchief in his back poc
ket. The woman' hair tuck out like wheat from the head
covering, and the man' hair was pla tered down. The woman
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wa b n t in a mi- ·ircl toward th ground, J 3aning on th
'id of th, hou . Th man hugg d him lf with hi arm a
h, to d far from th" hou on the l ft border of th
can
va , a tually ·tood in th knotty rop ~ framing of the ·anva .
h dog w, itting in th cent r front doorway, ars perked
and y
v ry larg . There wa no ground by now: white
namel completely wa hed over everything except the house.
It was outlined in black charcoal.
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Suicid

TENdENCiEs?
0 , HARdly-

There are hours when despair twines around my knees
Like poor Ophelia's tattered weeds
Letting the February winds whistle through carrying off
All the poor illusions who perished in the cold
(Though that , I suppose, is just as-wellIllusions decomposing is not the pleasantest of smells).
But I can bear only so many funerals at a time
Before the maw opens at my feet to revealLike a rabbit-hole to Bedlam Alice would not have cared for
The screaming peace, distilled dark and death essence.
o clues; hardly enough light for even a question mark.
The d spairing hours don't belong to the typical nighto, war t by far are the late dead afternoon
When rusoe and I are the last living creatures on a mad phere
And he l eps half a world away without a phone;
When the dying un (who may be dead by now for all I know)
Ignores my shrieked reminders of his duty
And deafly goes on dying at his own speed.
Then tearing my eyes away from the black insidious Alice-hole
Where the bodies of my dead dreams .call to me,
Then convincing myself the slow grey death of winter four P.M.s
ls a fate to be chosen over that dark and perfect peace,
Challenges the tongue of my reluctant will.

Kathy Hamre
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by Alan Patrick
The candle was burning down, it seemed to be getting
brighter each minute. Of course, that was only in hi
mind too, just like the idea that the air was turning colors.
It was definitely getting stuffier in the room. The static was
still crackling over the radio. He could hear the refrigerator
humming out in the other room. He leaned over and put hi
feet on the floor, forgetting for a moment that h didn't need
to get up anymore. There was no need to shut the doors any
more, he'd never have to take the garbage out anymore
either, or ask for permission to light his cigar in a crowded
room, or turn out the lights to save a few pennies on his bill
each month. o more having to turn down the tereo because
the neighbors could hear it no more having to get up to ad
just the television when it went blooey, as it did every night.
The promise of the future was so blissful for a change, no
need to worry about the damn subway, or that stuffy elevator
down at work. Ah, the pure beauty of it all. ow to just sit
back and let it come. H could just ee Johnson down at the
office in the morning, running around in cir le making a fool
of him lf, that j rk John on couldn't even e to ti hi hoe
lace without help. They'd all be orry, h 'd how th m. H 'd
show them all. But there was so little tim left, he needn't
waste his time worrying about those clods, he'd wasted
enough time with them. But no more. Wonder who will find
me, he mused? When will they find me? I hope my body is all
rotted and decomposed, that would really gro s them out,
they would it up and take notice of that. He could ju t see
old Mrs. Baker coming up to pester him about the rent. She'd
scream her fool head off. On the other hand, if he was all
decomposed then nobody would come to see him at the
viewing. Maybe he could get up and set the alarm so that it
would go off in twenty-four hour . Of course it probably
wouldn't go off. Nothing ever worked well for him. In fact
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this att mpt probably wouldn't go right. H 'd b tt r tak
anoth r pill just to make ur . Th n again, h 'd alr ady tak n
v n of th m. lf h too too many of them too fa the might
get ick to hi tomach and puk them all b ck up. That
would be a heck of a note. He would probab]y live and wind
up wallowing around in his own vomit. Damn it a11 anyway
why weren't they taking effect yet. He'd show them, they
would all be sorry.
To sleep, perchance to dream, or die ...
The landlady found him a couple of days later. He was
right, she was sorry. He hadn't paid his rent for two months
and now she would never get it. And that refrigerator being
open was sure gonna be a hell of a bi11.
Down at the office things went on pretty much as they
usually did, only Jacobs really missed him, or was it the fif
teen dollars which now could never be regained.

It didn't even make the front page of his home town
paper. It could barely take up one page of an inspired young
man's time and talent.

the complete story
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Nexus Awards
Each Spring, Nexus conducts a writing and
art competition for Wright State students. Cash
awards are paid for excellence in each of the four
categories: essay, short story, poetry and art.
The Guardian announces those selected in the
Spring, while the actual material appears in the
Fall issue. Mr. Joseph Fitzpatrick, Chairman of the
Department of Art, elected the photograph by
Nick Alvarado on page 38 as best in the art
category. Dr. Gary Pacernick, As istant Profe sor
of Engli h and Nexus Faculty Advisor, chose
Sandy Tabor's poem for best poetry. It appears on
page 39. Lo, How a Rose, page 34, by Polly
Doster was selected by the Nexus staff as best
short story, as was John Covell's winning essay,
Step and a Half on page 40.
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h woman at in a brown leath r arm hair
T which
fac d th b d. Fr m Lher h could I ok
out th window be id h rand e aero the top
of th mapl tr , th ir branche swelling with
pring bud . Farther away other tree showed
themselves shaking off winter's sleep in a nimbus
of earthy red. New vigor suffused the tender bark
of the young limbs which sprang upward out of
the heavier, older branches. The color in the
woman' face suggested vigor, too, and her hands
and arm looked upple and strong. Her loose robe
bulked about her in the chair and gave her some
what the appearance of a setting hen whose
feathers are fluffed out to cover her chicks.
Her ear inattentively orted out the confusion
of muted hospital ounds around her, far-off
voices, jangling trays, and telephones ringing, until
he heard footsteps coming down the hall. She
listened as they were followed by the firm, cheery
exclamations of the nurses' aides who were turning
into other rooms and speaking to other patients.
"Here he is, Mr . Rosin ki! How is that for a
good loud bellow?" laughed one over the thin,
mou like "Laa Laa" of a n wborn child.
"Mr . Tat , it' feeding time. Wake up for
your hungry baby," called another. The mother '
murmurs of satisfaction and pleasure ro e dove
like above the various noises.

a

Lo.

Ro4e
by Polly Doster
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Alon in h r room, th woman at th window t n d
ttl d oftly ut id h r door. Aft r a f w train d
a il nc
minut , h h ard foot t p again and turn d h r gaz
xp ·tantly from th window to th
orridor. A nur
looking a fficient a a graph cam bri kly into th room
carrying a tightly blanketed bundle on her arm. The baby
was asleep .
As the mother took the child hesitantly in her arms and
quietly cradled it against her breast, the nurse smiled
reas uringly and said, "Here is her bottle, Mrs. Osmond. Just
call me if you need anything." Unobtrusively she visually
checked the patient's face with profe sional interest and then
departed.
At first the woman sat very still her eyes turned down
ward. Gradually her tension dissipated and was replaced by
a flood of warm emotion.
"Baby doll, baby doll, I hate to wake you," the woman
crooned softly to the sleeping baby, "but you need your
breakfast." She raised the bottle and said "Little girls have
to eat in order to grow."
When the infant felt the nipple pushed into her mouth,
her eyes opened with an expre sion of surprise, and she
sucked peacefully for a while.
"How beautiful he i ," thought th mother. "She is
th pr tti t of them all." Examining each p rf ct feature of
the tiny fac
he thought again, "Yes, he i ju t like a doll."
Touching the diminutive hand lying on the fold of the
blanket, marvelling at the delicacy of the bone tructure
almost visible through the soft skin, the woman was reminded
of the Doctor Van Fleet ro e bush she had once planted. It
had grown strong and green beside the kitchen window
of her first home after marriage. When it bloomed in robu t
profusion, the ro e were an exquisitely subtle color, a
pearlescent ivory barely touched with the palPst pink, and
its petals were velvety and translucent. The baby girl had a
similar delicate luminescence, a quality of fragility shining
through the dainty fingers.
Yes, she had enjoyed the beauty of the rose. Perhaps she
would plant another where they now lived. While she was
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ab orb d in the baby, and in m ntally choo ing the be t it
for planting th ro e, D ctor Fl dgel arrived.
tr d in ~ ith a hearty, "Good morning, Mr .
H
0 mond, how ar you today?"
An wering m chanically "I'm w 11, thanks," the woman
peculated in another part of her mind about the special
manner of doctors nurses and undertakers. On the surface,
their behavior proclaimed an optimistic, even a cheerful
involvement with life, but deep in their eyes lay a detachment
which coolly measured, analyzed and catalogued the pains
which confronted them.
"How is our girl today?" Doctor Fledgel was asking in
his surface manner.
The mother's face brightened as she looked at her
daughter.
"She has taken half her bottle," she announced proudly,
"and when I talked to her, she seemed to know my voice."
Then she added wistfully, "I suppose she is too young to
recognize me."
In the silence which followed, she glanced at the doctor
and saw apprehensively that the detached manner had come
in to his eyes. When he spoke, his tone had changed almost
imperceptibly.
"Don't get your hopes up," he said brusquely. "I told
you ther is almost no chance for her to live." She noticed
the dge of hi words had a blurred sound.
For a while the woman said nothing, although her
feature responded to his harshness with a tightened stiffness.
Then her body sagged ever so slightly within the folds of
fabric about her.
"I know," she replied softly. "She had better go back to
the nur ery now. She is beginning to turn blue." With a bleak
expres ion she handed the infant to the doctor and watched
as he walked out.
Turning to the window and the swelling of spring-to
come outside, she thought, "No one plants Doctor Van Fleet
roses anymore. Their blossoms shatter too quickly."
~
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on which travels
a busload of people
in a windowless bus with a
deaf driver who listens to
a transistor radio and chews gum
while giving change to a
woman entangled in a net
of varico e vein
who will no doubt sit
next to the witless bum with
a Phd in metaphysics who is
munching on week-old fig newtons
that had been given to him by
the missing toothed kid in
a patched green sweater
who always gets off where
there is no stop
in the knee-deep snow
and kneels down and picks a daisy

Sandy Tabor

Photo by Nick Alvarado
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STEP
and
a

half
by John Covell
"As he stepped off, the ground came up slightly, to meet
his foot."
E.B. White, "The Door"

crazy this way E.B. White explains in "The Door"
B eing
wouldn't be so baci if only you wouldn't be concerned
about the artificial step (which isn't) coming up to meet your
foot. It is not the escalating, foot-anticipating, door-related
step wherein lies the insanity, the craziness inflicted on you
by the orderly mock movement, but the neurotic resignation,
like that of the cowering rat, that the foot will always meet
the curb futiley or find no food behind the door (with the
red circle) which doesn't open. You might, instead, take
a step and a half and stay ahead of White's insanity.
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A tep and a half, an optirni tic counter to Professor
xist ntial half- t p, is a vernacularization of
Daniel Hoy'
Dr. Abraham Ma low' "self-actualization." Lik elf-actual
ization, th st p and a half is a goal sy tern of p ychological
fulfillment. Unlike the half-step, it is a progres ive method of
upsetting the geared rutty exi tence of White's desperate man
unfulfilled at every door.
The step and a half is a goal, not only a half step higher
than optimistic expectation, but regenerating so that it
remains ahead. Reaching the goal or meeting the step does
not close naother door but opens one. And with each new
goal, each higher step , and each open door comes the insanity
defeating challenge of the next step and a half.
You may say that this is an inane, farcial "thrutex" for
insanity. You may say that the ground still meets the step,
and the optimism of that other half step is obliterated like a
cigarette butt under the foot. You may, in a pessimistic way,
be right. But first you must resolve that fulfillment is not
fulfillment simply because further fulfillment lies a step and
a half away. Degrees of hunger, thirst and security cannot be
satisfied to increasing degrees bu supplements of food, drink
and protection. You cannot allow that an appetite for steak
is more satiated by New York Strip than by a can of dog
food, or you must allow that another appetite (a step and a
half later) can be satisfied by prime rib au jus.
You must also deny the constant fulfillment credited to
effort, the self-actualizing super-pleasure of trying, of being
convinced that taking this step and a half is always staying
ahead of the game. You must, if you find this effort pur
poseless, admit you are a fool by wasting one more second
reading this.
If, however, you keep reading, you must realize ful
fillment, if only in the form of an unbelieving laugh, is food
behind the door.
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by Lenora 1 Duggar
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white-faced Mr. Peacock sat upon an unpainted park bench
reading the want ads in a southern daily newspaper
while his small daughter chased pigeons and ducks around a
large shallow pond. His expression was very grave in contrast
to the bright, almost cloudless mild winter day.
Glancing up from the paper he scolded, "Don't skip, Honey.
You'll wear out your shoes." Ever conscious of his dire
circumstances, he automatically slipped his hand into his
pants pocket, reassuring himself that his last small silver coin
bearing the head of Mercury was still there. Satisfied with
his knowledge that it was sage, he cleared his throat, leaned
forward, pulled a ragged handkerchief from his back
pocket and blew his nose. Slowly he returned the
handkerchief to its u ual resting place, cleared his throat
again and spat on the ground with an audib.le clatter of his
ill fitted dentures.
Resuming his former pose with the want ads before him,
he raised his head slightly to bring his bifocals into focus on
the fine print. The ad plainly stated:
Meatman wanted - Honest, sober, dependable
young man with complete knowledge of buying,
cutting and pricing meat. Must be clean and
polished, able to serve mixed trade. Apply in
person. See Benney at 4th and Laura.

A slight smile appeared on the pale face of John Wesley
Peacock for he met the qualifications required for the job.
He thought himself to be a man of ethics, for he was a
stranger to liquor and was in his present financial state
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becau e f hi inability to rest hi thumb up n th
'ale .
H felt
nficl ·nc' in his kn wlcdgc r them at bu in . , . H
could I k at beef on the h of c1nd tell you 11 w it would
dr . out, the quality of it and the exp ct d profit to b
gain d fr m it sale. Thi w.. the job for which h wa,
looking.
After a quick lunch of the warmed-over mustard greens
from breakfast and five days past, Wesley Peacock walked to
4th and Laura Streets to make the acquaintance of Mr.
Benney Salzman, a short, rather broad man with dark eyes,
dark hair olive skin and a very prominent hooked nose
bearing heavy glasses. Mr. Peacock carried himself well and
held his head erect as he entered the store. Mr. Salzman was
fast to notice the quick deliberate step of the clean but
meagerly dressed man who approached him. With a pleasant
smile and confident voice the rather short slim man extended
his hand and proudly stated, "I'm Wesley Peacodk. I've come
to apply for your opening for a meat cutter." After a lengthy
discussion of the meat business, Mr. Salzman realized that
Mr. Peacock would be an asset to his store even in spite of
his honest face. Being acquainted only with groceries, Benney
knew Mr. Peacock's knowledge of meats and command of
English complimented his own ignorance and thick Yiddish
accent. He felt a strong attraction to the young man and
aft r an agreement on wage , Benney firmly ·hook th hand
of Mr. Peacock and advi ed, "Ve ley, vi don't chu slip back
into de market an' poot on de aapron?"
The most difficult ta k for Mr. Peacock on any new job
was getting acquainted with the trade and accustomed to
each customer's likes and whims. Selling meat was only
secondary to communicating with the customer. It sometimes
took real finesse to avoid offending the difficult customer.
But after a short time Mr. Peacock became friends with most
of the customers and strove to please the others. He took
great pride in his work. His meat case displayed as aesthetic
appeal. He greeted his customers with enthusiasm and showed
an increase in trade as well as profit in spite of his unwilling
ness to weight his thumb.
During lulls in trade, Benney often engaged Mr. Peacock
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m conv 'r ation on bu ine as he did on th day when he
raked l av along the 'idewalk on hi hand and kne s for
two blocks. H earn into the store huffing and puffing as
he bru hed the I av s and dirt from hi trou ~er . He grasped
th, broom that alway leaned against the ca h regi ter and
fini hed the job as he declared to Mrs. Brown, "De child
musta lost de change on de vay 'ome anna soombodi musta
peeked it up."
Mrs. Brown felt satisfied that the four dollars change
was not to be found between the store and home but
demanded, "That's a terrible price to pay for a loaf of
bread. Again 1 send the child with five dollars for bread and
again she returns with only ninety cents."
After Mrs. Brown had left the store, Benney turned to
Mr. Peacock and informed him, "I tell ya, Vessley, de
American people, day vant chu to crook 'em an' I'm gonna
crook 'em outta meellyon dallar." He was cut short when
more customers entered the store.
Mrs. Goldstein, the wife of a jeweler, strode up to the
meat case and gave a sigh, "Oh! How lovely the case looks
today." With this comment, Mr. Peacock grew about three
inches with pride, displayed a broad smile and in his deep
base voice thanked her cordially and gave her a nod with
his partially balding head.
She continued to eye the meat in the case until her
dark ey came to rest upon a large sugar cured moked ham.
Pointing to the ham and leaning toward the case a little she
whispered, "How much is that 'cheese?' " Hesitating a second,
he realized her taboo. Without further ado, he snatched a
tissue paper from its box, laid it on the scales and placed the
ham upon it. After a quick check of the weight he informed
her the 'cheese' would be three dollars and twenty cents.
"I'll take it," she replied.
.
While he wrapped the ham, she walked around the side
of the counter to whisper something else to him so no one
in the store could hear. His base voice boomed out in reply,
"I'll have that for you in the morning." With this she thanked
him and took her basket of groceries to be checked and
bade him a good day.
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m tim lat r wh n th
B nney r' un11.~d his c nv ·r a ti n with Mr. Pea, ·k. "Zay,
m'. '' a ' h took h Id f the br m
that re t d again t the ca ·h regi t r.
ur , B nn y ,' P •acock r pli d. 'What about it?"
"V 11, I yu t zold it two tim n dat la ru h. '
"But you're tanding ther holding it,' Mr. P acock
cried. "That' di hone t, Benney."
"Ya 'air may be thinen', ya eyes failen an' ya' 'ave
ztore boughten' te th, but Ve I y yer a young mann vid
lot to lam. Do only goud beesnes . Ya' gotta lam to r st
ye' han' on da' cale Yes ley."
With thi , Mr. Peacock a ked, "Don't I cut you a better
profit than any man you've e er had?"
Benney had to confe that what Mr. Peacock aid was
true, but protested that if he weigh d hi thumb the profit
could be till gr ater.
After a heat d di cu sion with B nney the next morning
about w ight , th red faced Mr. Peacock furiously unpacked
hi m at order from the packing hou . In all th confu ion
of ch eking the m at ord r and filling ca for the weekend
hopp r , he wa confronted with an early morning ru h. One
of the early hopper wa the expected Mr . Gold tein. She
tood a little to on
id and waited patiently with a long
slim brown, pap r bag tu ked under h r arm until all th
m at cu t m r had left th count r. Moving clo er to th
meat ca
h approach d Mr. Peacock in a very qui t
manner ' Did it com today?"
With a bright cheery mile concealing hi conflict with
Benney, he replied, 'It urely did. May I cut you a big
piec ?'
"Ye about two pound ." She cautioned him, " ot
yet tho. Would you fir t wa h your hand , pl a ?" And with
that request h walked around th meat ca e into the
market drew the long, lim, brown, paper bag from under
her arm and unwrapped a long carbon steel butcher knife.
After washing hi hands thoroughly and drying them on a
clean towel, he took a large round whole cheese from its
wrappings and laid it upon a large sheet of fresh butcher

paper n th cutting block. Mr . oJd tein lrnnded him her
priz d carb n st ·el knife and he proc d •d to cut tw
pound
f sharp ch ·ddar ch . · . Thi. p cial · rvic t h 'r
brought him pkt ure for it . em d to vindicat him for
h· ing brok n hi moral code th day before. When th
he
utting cer mony wa completed he carefully held the
knife by the handl and extended it to Mrs. Goldstein. She
grasped it by th handle and returned it to the long, lim,
brown, paper bag. Her chee e purchasing wa ended until
uch time a Mr. Peacock received another whole uncut chee e.
After her departure from the store, benney informed
Mr. P acock that he had old the broom once again that
morning. The can of peache that at next to the broom had
been old five time and yet it still occupied its regular
po ition on the counter. He repeated him elf as he had
done on many occasions, "Yes ley, I tell ya', de American
peopl day vant chu to crook 'em an' I'm gonna crook 'em
out'a me llyon dallar."
Unr lenting, Mr. Peacock' face began to redden with
vexation at the constant reminders of Benney' unethical
business tactics. Benney turned to him and asked, "Vy ya'
angry? Do only goud beesne s. Ya' know ya' oughta be u in
ya' tumb! Ve cood mak meelyons tagetta chu an' me. Jo t do
a I zay."
'H 11 B nn y," P acock r tarted, "why did you
adv rti e for an hon t man if you wanted a man to tea l for
you?" Aft r fift n minute of heated argument, half Yiddi h,
half Engli h, Mr. Peacock deciphered from the conversation
Benney's definition of an 'hone t' man to be one who wou ld
steal from the public but not from his employer.
After several threats in Engli h and Yiddi h, the un
yielding, redfaced Mr. Peacock tore off hi apron, flung it in
t h fac of Mr. Benney Salzman and stalked out of the store.
S veral days later, white-faced Mr. Peacock sat on an
unpainted park bench with his leg crossed revealing a hole
in the sole of his right shoe, reading the want ads in a southern
daily newspaper while his small daughter chased pigeons and
ducks around a large ' hallow pond. Looking a little grave as
he glanced up from the paper, he colded, "Don't skip,
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H ney. Y u'll wear ut your ho
A few grain , f ~·1wdust fell from hi right pant kg
cuff ont th ground by the park bench a. he uncr 'Scd his
leg ' , straightened the pa1 er and rai 'Cd hi · head ·lightly to
bring his gl::ue in to focu on the fine print. The ad phlinly
stated:
Meatman wanted - Honest, sober, dependable
young man with complete knowledge of buying,
cutting and pricing meat. Must be clean and
polished, able to serve mixed trade. Apply in
person. See Benney at 4th and Laura.

After reading the ad he rose from the bench, folded his
paper and tucked it under hi arm. With a nod of his balding
head he motioned to the child, "Come on, Honey, let' go
home and eat some mustard greens." He threw his shoulders
back as he breathed in a deep breath of pure spring air.
Holding his head high and clasping the child's hand, John
Wesley Peacock walked directly home to his one-room apart
ment looking neither to the right nor to the left.

TltREE
OEMS
Feed my insecurity
with words of love
and promises of forever
and I will despise you for my weakness.

She, so full of love for him
wanted to know his every thought
(what made his mind work)
She, in searching for that truth
took his brain apart
piece
by
piece
til it lay in front of her
shattered
(but none of the pieces fit)

~

She ran her fingers through his rain-soaked hair
and gently carressed him, rubbing his rough skin
passionately. She responded to his outstretched arms
and whispered in his ear, "Tree, I love you".

Bonnie Fankhauser
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TltE LAST

of

•
INETEEN

The deafening patterns my heart thumps out
Mean little to me, for I am without.
Outside I tand yearning to be in,
A lifetime of deceiving lies I pin
To make things go ea ier for me.
Myself cries out and tears do well
But still I stand in Limbo-lik hell
Wanting to be wanted and yet afraid
Of the trusting and loving which has made
Me like I am.
A shivering hand to him I extend
Knowing all the while, he cannot mend
That which I cannot fully give
For I am afraid to love and to live
And that life may pass me by.
The 'Creaming, pounding torment within
Make me afraid to touch a friend .
Fear that he may not and turn away,
ever to return the next day
Or then xt d:iy.
Hold me but don't touch, my oul cream ,
But what i it I really mean?
How to light a candle without a match
Or lock a door without a latch
Or free my wretched soul?

Ste vie Ann Kremer
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NEXUS
interview

Dr. Lawrence Hussman is an associate professor of English
and Director of Graduate Studies in English. He received
his Bachelor of Arts in Engli h from the University of
Dayton in 1954. In 1957 , after a tour with the army,
Michigan granted his Ma ter's Degree. His first teaching
job, in the early sixties, was at the University of Portland,
which he describes as "a small, liberal artsy" oriented
university. During this period he completed his doctoral
dissertation on the late religious development of Theodore
Dreiser. Since 1965 Dr. Hussman has taught American
Literature and literary criticism here at Wright State.

Nexu : What criteria would you use to determin whether
a hort story is a good hort tory?
Hussman: Well, that a que tion that could be an wer d for
day but ba ically I'm more ontent oriented than form
orient d, although that' a om what het tical po ition in
mod rn literary critici m. But th t t of any work no matter
if it's a short story or novel to m i whether it ay ome
thing significant about man rather than technique of tyle
or form.
Nexus: What about an in tance where a work is stylistically
uperior but lacking in content~ how would you go about
evaluating om thing like that?
Hussman: For me, literary critici m is almost a totally ub
jective discipline, if you can call it a discipline. That work
would be a flawed work, because, to me, a work of ab olute
significance and, if you want to use the term, greatness, has
to be a wedding of both content and form. But the content
should be kept in mind, again, as a ubjective thing. What

speaks profoundly about man to one per on may not to
another.
Nexu : Would there, then, be any way to eparate form and
cont nt in valuating a tory , or would you have to keep
Hu sman: W 11, one critical vi w i that you cannot parate
them - that it i a fal e dichotomy. And it may be, in reality,
a false dichotomy, but it is a convenient way - and about the
only way- that you can talk about literature, making this
dichotomy as a kind of working construct. It make for some
u eful di tinction .
Nexus: Would placing an empha i on cont nt tend to
evaluate stories more in a political orHussman: - or moral context. Especially moral for me. I'm
much out of fashion from that standpoint.
Nexus: It seems that, in contemporary writing, the impor
tance of the plot seems to be falling off as writers turn more
to psychological interests.
Hussman: With the advent of modern psychology, what we
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d mand i a kind f v ri imilitud of character portrayal,
and many time· that involv intr 1 ction on the part of th
auth r b cau c th b t
urc
r a r undcd p ·ychol y i.
hi
wn p r nality ·rnd mind.
many m dcrn nov li t
t ·nd t write ab ut them Iv
and their wn p y h, a th
true t t t for them clv
of what th p y h i really lik .
N u : Do you think th modern noveli t has suff r d any
by thi
hift of empha i to the p ychological from the
traditional plot structure?
Hussman: Yes I think he has. Many novels tend to be inner
dir ct d rather than outer-direct d in the ense that the
outer world i no longer a important a the novelist' inner
world and that can lead to a kind of ob curity and a chasm
between the audience and the artist.
Nexus: You mentioned before that a good pro e work has to
be a syn the is of form and content. Since the form eems to
be lacking today, would that mean there is no really good
work appearing on the contemporary scene?
Hussman: I'm not ur that you can ay that the form i
lacking.
Nexus: The lack of a traditional plot tructur , or thi
introspective type of writing-would you term that flawed or
Hussman: o, it's a direction which ha , as do all direction
in literature, it pitfalls. But I wouldn't ay that there are no
new forms b cause modern literature ha produced a number
of n w form lik th piphany tory.
Nexu : When did thi
hift to th p ychological begin?
Hu man: Oh I don't know chat you could dat it in term
of a literary work. I think, gen rally, you would ay with the
dawn of modern psychology and Freudianism.
Nexus: Do you have a favorite modern noveli t?
Hussman: I uppo e my graduate work indicates a kind of
bia towards Dreiser becau e, again, of content rather than
form. And a content which i not intell ctually o great but
emotionally very great- you might make a kind of distinction
there. That is to say, his philo ophy has plenty of holes in it,
and yet he is able to recreate feeling, human feeling-man's
longings-about as well as any novelist ever did. Mahler did
the same kind of thing in his symphonies.
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Ne u : Don t

rn' critic c n ider Drci r f1awed in hi
organizati n?
Hu man: c ·, def init 'ly. tyli ·ti ally, he' · nearly a hop le
ca . Th re arc e ample of non- entcnc , for in ·tancc, in
hi work that ar ju t imply incomprehen ibl and inflated
rhetoric at time . But d pit all of hi difficultie , h i able
to portray man' groping for some kind of fulfillment a well
as any novelist ever did. Th re were novelists later who tried
the same sort of thing and succeeded from the standpoint of
tyle like Fitzgerald, but I don't think they wrote as
profoundly.
Nexus: Some ·ay that Dr iser led a relatively happy and full
life by writing dreary and despondent novels. If there were
such a thing a ethics among writers, would you consider that
unethical?
Hussman: Well, I wouldn't use the word "unethical." But the
sincerity could be questioned. For example, when he talks
about the world and reality and the universe being meaning
less, he mu t be questioned because he didn't commit
suicide, which is the logical step once you finally know for
ure, as he aid he did with much bravado. If the world is
meaningle - the next logical act is to do away with your elf,
unless you can get fulfillment from the pursuit of the sensory
pleasure , which he wa not able to do.
Nexus: Some comment that the very fact that an author
would put word down on paper indicate that h can't
truly beli ve in the meaningle ness of verything.
Hus man: Ye , it's a contradictory act as evidenced in
Drei er's life, because he said that the world was meaningle
and that man wa no more important than a bettle. And yet,
he wrote four autobiographies.
Nexu : What about the trend towards formle ne in modern
poetry?
Hussman: Well, there are two school of thought on that:
that the artist is bound unnece sarily by arbitrary rules
forms which he must follow, and the other school of thought
that the rules are something that can be transcended by
genious and are a necessary ordering principle.
Nexus: Has the trend from form to formless poetry followed
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a p ndulum proc
r ha it be n more volutionary?
Hu man: It' b n mor evolutionary, I think, than a p ndulurn kind of thing. h' f rm! n
rc,.dly flow from th
R mantic pirit which tend to valu geniu ov r craft;
pr viou ly, th re Ind b n a pr 'lty con ·i t nt mpha i on
rul and r gulation .
Ne ·us: an you
till call the cont mporary poet like
Patchen or Gin b rg poets, in that th ir yntax is almo t
approaching the point of pro e?
Hussman: The difference between prose and poetry is a very
thin line which ha never been uccessfully isolated. One
thing you learn in lit rary criticism is that you want to be
very careful to define a word like "poetry" broadly enough o
that it can encompass all the things that eem to be poem .
And since a Ginsberg poem is ju t that, a poem, you don't
define it out of existence .. There are modern critics who eek
to blur the line between poetry and prose even further.
Edmund Wilson makes the point for example, that purple
pa sages within a novel are, in fact, poetry.
Nexu : Do you see any evidence of the pro e becoming
more poetic as poetry becomes more prosaic?
Hus man: Well I think the line i being abolished more from
the standpoint of poetry encroaching on what was formerly
thought the domain of prose. I don't ee any trend in the
pro e writer to become more "poetic."
Nexu : Are you familiar with Gin b rg' Howl?
Hu man: Y .
Ne u : Do you think Howl will urvive the te t of time?
Hu man: I hope not. Of cour the test of time i not r ally
an act of criticism; it's really kind of an anticritical act.
Because a work has lasted is not necessarily a tribute to its
greatness. It can last becau e of editorial inertia or hi tori cal
importance or any number of things, so when you say a work
i gr at becau e it ha la ted, you haven't r ally aid anything
until you take the n xt t p and explain why it ha lasted.
Nexus: Do you have a favorit American poet?
Hussman: I think Frost is our best modern poet.
Nexus: What do you admire in Frost?
Hussman: His ability within a short poem to how the con
nection between all men.
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Nexu : With the mpha i on content rath r than form?
Hu man: Y
ven in po try , I'm afraid, though that'
h retical.
N u : h
ont mporarie
ft n ay that th y ar not
br a king form but er a ting a n w on .
Hu sman: Well, I think that those who are hung up on form,
both critics and artists, may really be doing it in some ca es
because they're trying to mask the thinnes of content.
Marshall McLuhan claims that the content is less important
than the form because the content is the recreation of the
pa t whereas the form is a probe, a new way of looking at
reality, the way the work is shaped. That sounds good, but
I'm not ure it doesn't put too much emphasis on form to the
detriment of something more important: namely, what is
said rather than the way that reality is probed.
Nexus: Some have said that you can't do anything formless,
that there's an implicit formHussman: That's true. It is all black dots on white paper.
They're black dots which have boundaries, so, in that sense,
there is always form.
Nexus: What is the major di tinction between a novel and a
short story, other than length? Is there some structural
difference between the two?
Hussman: A lot depends on the difference in length because
on is capable of rendering an intense, unified impre ion in
one itting, which is why Poe claimed that th hort tory
wa the high t art form. He felt that the attention pan
flagged after half an hour, and the trouble with a novel is
that you read into it, and then you have to stop for lunch,
and then you read some more, and you have to stop for
supper. Those who would defend the novel, though, would
ay that it is clo er to the way in which life itself is lived,
which is not in one itting, but in fits and starts. And, of
cour e, the novel is capable of much more scope, much as
epic poetry i superior to the epigram in the sense that you
can do more in it. So the novel has the advantage from that
standpoint.
Nexus: Well, would there be any way you could make an
absolute judgment on which is better: the novel or the short
story?
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Hu man:
, I d n't think y u can d that. You c uld do
it with
m' ·y t m that you c n tru tcd f your wn, but
th' Ii' w uld be put to it b the fir t fer. n who ·ame along
and "lid, ''But I lik ~ such-and- ·u ·h b 'tt r." Rankin of art
form
'11 a an
la borate rati naliLati n of your
pr viou bia , in orne way. ou lik omething and then
you t nd to t up a number of logical rea on why it i a
uperior form to another- aft r th fact, r ally. You ould do
it with eeming logic, but th touble i someone could come
along and do the ame thing for another form with eeming
logic too. One fellow will ay, you know, hou t from th
hou etop " cop " and therefore, the nov 1 is better. And
anoth r will come along and ay, w lL immediacy of impact
i more important; therefore, the hort tory i b tter.
Probably, they both had made up their mind b for they
even thought about the rational basi for their judgment.
Nexus: You would say that the visceral re pon e always
preced s any ort of analytical Hu sman: If not always, it certainly doe a lot of th time.
Nexus: I thi usually th ca e with literary critici m?
Hu man: Ye , b cause literary critici m com after the fact.
Ari totle ba e the Poetics on what he has een; h doe n't
write the Poetics and then go out to ee if the plays look like
what h aid they hould look like.

Lying fallow in my once proud flesh
I have run the gauntlet of lif
And now view Youth with
A calm, precise, disdain.
That cancerous growth,
Most human of all disease ,
Wi hing to b come malignant,
Incurable,
Producing the Privity of Death- Youth.
They know not of what they eek,
Having y t no affection for the ag d minority.
But, a two lover young, pre ·cnt
nachroni , m of lif .
In the b ginning they owned no just excus ,
o ault, for no Knowl dge given.
But in the medium of life,
They just don't under tand.

Jessup Rav. ling Burleigh
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On

Road

outh of

ow
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warm for winter.
\ et
watercolor kavl: ·.

I know th -c leave .
I have touched
ach
with my tongue
to talk to you.
• TO'v

wood oun s drip
ii · lo ?>v wind.
1 \ alk out of

grau t.d p per
conung ba k.

Margaret Harrison

bot

by Lee House

Wilson usually came by way of the park to go home
M atiss night,
and o eldom deviated from thi course that I
could count the number of time on one hand, using three
fingers. What I u ually did was station myself on a bench,
reading a new paper, holding it up to hide my face from
vi w, and allow my elf plenty of time to get my glimpse of
h r, and work up my courage to peak to her.
(Mi \Vil on wa a teacher at the chool I went to, and
I kn w her from being in a cla he taught. She wa a hi tory
instructor and a very good one, too. I didn't know much
about her xcept that he was attractive to me for some
trange reason. Unlike most of the students she taught, I
never went to her office when she was in, and ,a voided her
around the campus. I merely went to class, took notes, asked
a few que tion , howed up for tests, and handed in the
r q uir d paper . Once, I had to give a report in class, and did
o well, I received an 'A' for my four hour of preparation.
She graded fairly, and encouraged office visits to discuss
grades and the like, but I never took advantage of this,
because I knew once I did, some of the mystery in my life
would disappear.)
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Th r wa an ld bum ·itting aero from m on th
gra , moking what wa 1 ft of a amel cigardt . H held the
la t inch f it in hi gnarl d and warty hand, puffing 'tway at
it lik it wa a ift en-d llar j int. I r alw.:d that maybe in
fifty y ar I might b d ing the ame thing, l king the amc
way and I b gan to think about that wh n I h ard the
ix-t n bus pull up half a block away. Th ix-ten alway
rn ant that in ten mor minutes, Miss Wilson would be
walking by on her way home. I w nt back to my newspap r
and forgot about the bum. I started getting excited about
seeing her and had to calm myself down, so I read an article
about a rape on Fifteenth Street.
(Mi s Wilson wa about eight years older than m , and
had long brown hair that she alway wore pulled back into a
dangling pony-tail. I saw her once when it wa down, and
couldn't imagine a more breath-taking ight. She was un
doubtedly the most beautiful creature I had ever see, and I
dreamed about her every night becau e I wanted her.
Actually, I craved her in the most physical of ways, desiring
to touch her body, ki her, and the like. I had want d to
disgui e my ' elf with a fake beard and try to pick her up,
but Mi Wil on never ugge ted th pick-up type. o I would
have to be more di creet and ubtle. I would go to her
apartm nt on some pretext ask for a cup of coffee, and then
sneak up on h r in the kitch n, ki sing her neck oftly
ductiv ly. Wh n he wa all but ready to throw me out or
fall madly into my arm 1 would turn h r around and madly
ki h r d lidou mouth which rniled graciou ly at my cla
wh n he came in v ry Monday, Tue day, Thur day, and
Friday at t n o'clock in the morning.
She tarted walking toward me on the b nch, and o
my paper went up higher to hide my face. She wa wearing a
pale blue dre , and white hoes, and he had unglas e on
her face, hiding her lovely green y . God, I thought to
my elf, I rav her, I want her, I'v got to have her. She kept
coming closer, and I decided that today was the day we had
coffee at her apartment, and went to bed . Subtle or blunt,
she was going to be mine.
I jumped up in front of her, causing her to drop her

book , pur ' and paper in ·urpri . l b nt down to h Ip her
pick them up, came within one quarter of an in h from her
luciou mouth, and chick ned out. Once h had b n put t
right again, and wa mor compo ed, she mil d her
gorg ou ' ly grac.:iou mile , took in my b dragl d appearanc ,
and halted.
(I alway wore my scroungiest clothes to class: my
oldest jacket, my rattiest pants, and most scuffed boot . My
longish-short hair was always in a mes , and the crack in my
sungla es made me appear drunk. But in cla s I was the
e sence of politenes , always had my manners at their best,
and felt like a royally-dressed king in ermine and mink.
Today, I looked the worst I think I've ever looked. Even
though I wear clean clothes, they look horrible because
they're wrinkled and I have no sense of fashion, which my
mother complains about; she calls me a filthy hippy.)
Miss Wilson was lovlier than I could remember, but she
wa so charming, I thought of really nothing lse. She still
smiled, looked at me encouragingly, "Yes, Miss Harper?"
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Wh n

a on at their p ak
we r d wn y ur c rn nt b ak
do y u we p
b cau in life
d ath wa not o low?
Wh n parrow , pigeons, and wren
drop th ir wa t ,
that wa once limy worm ,
on your balded head
do you remember
how they, your winged traitors, tasted?

You

ANd

When old men revile
your cut-rock mount
and drunks spit at your feet,
with rigid out tretched wings,
do you pray
to the all-powerful god?
do you weep
becau e he answers only the doves?

I

Dying eagle,
who tung your h art with l ad
and plucked your wind tr aked feath r ?
Who journey d far to your mountain top,
roped y ur fe t,
then plac d you on a weak y t binding, foundation?

And looking up,
with twisted neck,
at the ky
do you remember
when you look d down?

I too pitiable ym bol, weep and a k why?
Debra Stokes

I reply, it wa not I.
( ow) wret hed fowl,
can you h ar the chant of your oppre or ,
who like ang l dr
in white
to cone al their di torted soul ?
(One ) free bird,
was your last real sense
that of ineffable sorrow?
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The pa age over the Sty i. n't
particularly long r hazardou .
We have nly n ugh time for a few
burst of ncrv u · laugh tcr, a few
atta k of tomach cramp , and the
f ling that we arc going to ur fat .
A we draw near th Gat
one
of erberu ' head a k , "Ar you
her for a licen e?" She ound as if
he were really asking, 'What is
your sin? '
After we as ure her that we
are really here for a license, he
in truct us to take a number and
it until we are called.
Apprehensively Mary asks, "How
long mu t we wait?" I dolefully
r ply, " o man knows when he is
to be called."
Squirming about on the bench,
I notic for the first time the harsh
lighting and the in titu tion green of
the walls. That the bench i a
unyielding as ev rything else in thi
place b come incr asingly cl ar.
Again the Gate open - another
boatload ha arrived. o longer i
thi our private H IL But that
doe n't h lp. Thi imagin d
adventur with all it high drama
now seem a bit ridiculous in light
of the bolt d-down benches the
facele s clerk, and th number that
we've become.
Having complet d the full
cycle of the trip to the Jack onville
Court House, to the Jack onville
Public Health Service, to the Second
Battalion-Eighth Marine's Sick Bay,
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IN TltE

by Doug Campbell

to finally arrive at the Marriage License Bureau in Dayton
which i taking those myriad form and will give me one
more- one begin to wonder if thi thing is without end.
Eventually our number is called, and we venture forth
to suffer the crowning indignity. In a voice that could
double as a public address ystem, the clerk yas, "I'm orry,
but your par nts must ign for you, Mr. Campbell." Flushing
with hame and promising to nd the form in, we sneak
away, accompanied by gales of ilent laughter.
At long last we begin to see the light at the end of the
tunnel. One step more and we will have passed our first
trial together. The Gates will open, and we will pass through
into the Promised Land.
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a dat
I myamcfourin from
roommat

one vening and found the h ads of
in th center of my Moroccan rug
ancy andraEllenWanda north outhea twe t, lik that. It
wouldn't both r m so mu h if I'd just heard about it. I
m an on homi idal maniac more or 1 ss in a town is negli
gible. But thi eemed a bit much. I think, really, if you'd
een all that blood and those white, round eyes rolled back
woefully, you'd quite agree.
The bodjes, however, I didn't mind. They were in their
correct beds warmly tucked in, one electric blanket turned
on, quite serene and comfy.
I debated checking out the closets in case the persons
responsible were waiting around to fill my empty bed, but
it seemed more dignified in the long run to stroll down to the
Resident Assistant's room and report the incident. First,
however, I tucked mu plug-in teapot away. Heating appli
ances are illegal in a dormitory and I knew the R.A. would
want to inspect my room.
She seemed quite upset and agreed that the police hould
be notified. I was relatively glad to have a few more people
about. I'd no idea what to do with all those heavy bodies and
unsightly heads.
When we all returned, R.A., fuzz and I, Sandra had
rolled into a corn r. Motivating heads ar not my thing. ow
h wa lying face down , gory neck pointed in our direction.
R ally, he looked po itively ob cene. ancy had tipped to
th left lightly, which gave her a raki h air. Ellen and Wanda
looked fairly stable, as stable, that is, as decapitated heads
could be.

"What I wanna know," said the fuzz, "is how the bodies
were in their right beds." I'd drawn his attention to that
remarkable coincidence. The R.A. verified the fact. Sort of a
grisley bed check, you might say.
The head fuzz was eyeing me.
"I have witnesses." I told him. "I was out doing dirty
things with Jeff."
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"You don't e m too hook up about thi , nap th
op prodding ancy with a toe.
" o in fa t l rather enjoy d it. H wa in rare r rm
tonight." aid I, and w nt ut int the kitch n to make tea.
Th cop tar d at me, then looked down, tartl d, when
an y fell ov r.
'You hould have expe ted that " I pointed out. "She
was tipsy, you know."
The corpses with their respective head were carried out
I was poked at and questioned, and to top it all off they
wouldn't let me sleep in my own room. That night, I was
forced to stay with the R.A. There' imply no con ideration
1 ft in the proletariat.
I must admit the R.A. wa trange. She' actually middle
aged and has just return d for ome degree. She talks to
herself considerably and this evening was no exception. It
eemed to me that she was nearly hy terical, unattractively
so. I mentioned this to her in hope of preventing a scene. If
I thought my nose wa turning scarlet in the midst of com
pany, I hould certainly take mea ure to prevent it.
"What would you do?" she puttered, nearly in tear .
"I took this job so I could take care of the e girl . Her they
are away from home, without their mother . I like to think
they can come to me with their problems, that I can care for
them s e that they re happy and afe tu ked in their bed
at night lik my mother did for me. That' what th e girl
n ed .... Th n I find four corpses on my floor!"
I agr d that it wa an mbara 'ing thing to happ n to a
con ci ntiou R.A.
"That'. not th point," hew pt. "Tho e head .... "
I nodded sympathetically, hoping she'd calm down.
'Four on the floor," I aid. "Terrible thing."
She puttered and muttered a bit more, then went to
bed and probably cried h r elf to leep. I put a de k aero my
door o as not to be di turbed and read Philosophy in the
Bedroom until I fell asleep. If one can't study, there i no
point in pressing the issue. That causes mental blocks which
will surely devastate one's grades. I prefer to enjoy my
"studying slump , " preferably by reading the classics.
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I awok' quite arly the next morning but th R.A. had
my room k y. A a result I arriv d at cla
arly for a chang .
he tud nt w re in an uproar. On orority typ in front of
m wa chirping and blath ring about a ma murd r in the
apartm nt .

"It wa horrible ," she ooed, rolling her ey s heaven
ward. "Th ir heads were chopped off and put into their
beds."
"Funny you hould mention that." I broke in, "My
four roommate were bumped off yesterday too. Only their
bodies were in the bed . Their heads were on the floor.
orthsoutheastwest, like that."
"It isn't funny," she aid righteously. Sensitive type I
think. I aid no more.
'
I returned to the dorm, deciding en route that the
housekeeping should be done before I got involved in any
thing el e. I retrieved my key much against the wishes of the
R.A., and entered my room. I left the other three bedrooms
alone, knowing that the families would want all the property
of the decea ed. My Moroccan rug was suitably soiled to
occupy mo t of my time. I put it into the bathtub to soak.
Then I unearthed my teapot again, brewed tea, and wondered
what to do next. Perhaps the families would want the bloody
sheet . One never knows about families. Blood was every
wher matt d and brown, and I knew it would be a bitch to
cl an. It was no good hoping to ue for the damaged
prop rty· the contract mad
tudents re ponsible for acci
d nts of that natur . It' no good protesting. Housing i
limited and one take what one can get.
At a lo s, I took the trash down to the trashroom, which
is a big cement cubicle. It ha the on]y decent lighting in the
building. Sometimes I go there to tudy. There was a
hunchback itting in the corner eating a ketchup sandwich and
pulling at his toe with the other hand. I politely nodded and
deposited my tra h, wondering if the R.A. should be told
about him. After all, boys aren't allowed past the lobby.
Then I decided it was just omeone's boyfriend, maybe
carrying the luggage up for her.
Why bother the authoritie with trivia? They're busy
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enough with dope push rs and people drinking in th ir
rooms and lover und r the bleach rs in the tadium.
I drank my t a, dabbed di ta t fully at the messy floor,
and hung my w t rug out th window. Then I w nt to lunch
and aft rnoon cla e

The dorm authorities tried to coerce me into staying
with the R.A. a second night but I strongly objected. All
this moving around would positively ruin my grades. I
triumphed and stayed in my apartment, spending a quiet
enjoyable evening listening to Handel's "Water Music" and
the Stones, drinking Constant Comment and reading my
latest smut mail. I do get some strange mail sometimes, much
of it delightfully entertaining and highly educational. Then
I try out their suggestions with Jeff.
By the time I went to bed my head was swimming with
fatigue . Aphrodesiac magazines and mechanical sexual devices
danced before my overworked eyes. My bed swayed like a
hammock each time I turned over. Black fog rolled over me,
came out of the closet, under the door. I heard click sounds
from the living room, then bare feet padding down the hall.
I could have sworn I heard my door open. I turned to look,
but nothing moved. I watched, and as I watched, the door
began to open again. A stooped male head peered in, then
the hunchback entered. I sat up and he jumped, obviou ly
nervous.
"You needn't be frightened," I assured him. He looked
at me, one eyebrow cocked in mild surprise. He shook his
head to himself, got into the empty bunk below me, and
went right to sleep on the bare mattress. I fell asleep soon
after.
When I got up next morning he was snoring faintly.
However, when I nimbly leapt to the floor he nearly turned
inside out in terror before he recognized me. I went to the
john to brush my teeth.
"You'11 have to leave now," I said when I returned .
"I must get dressed and anyway it's a dollar a night for
guests, even without linen service." He stayed in his bunk.
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"Well, if you'll go into the other room I could at lea t
dres for cla s/ I aid , faintly xa perated. He smiled very
w etly at m . l took my clothe back to the lavatory and
dre d there, but r turned to the bedroom to chat with him
I put on my makeup.
"It i n't that I mind your staying," I explained, "even
though it's against the rules. Still if you're found here, my
reputation will be positively ruined. Since Candy, nobody
trusts hunchbacks."
He said nothing, but grinned pleasantly at me. A very
strange man, indeed. Most men I knew talked entirely too
much.
"Are you deaf?" I asked him. He grinned and shook
his head. "Dumb?" I persisted. Another shake of the head.
"Why won't you speak?" asked I, exasperated. He hopped
up, grabbed pen and paper from my desk, and scribbled
this note: "I have better ways of communicating, baby."
Surprisingly like Jeff. Are all men alike? I tossed him
some smut mail to read, cautioned him to lock the door on
his way out should he leave, and went to class.

He was still there when I returned. And he was out in
the kitchen making tea for himself when I returned from
supper and prepared to leave for a date that evening.
O bviously he felt right at home, though I wondered what
he did for food.
"I'll be back early, if you want to wait up," I said at the
door. On an impulse I had Jeff procure an extra beer for me
to smuggle home.
"It will help me to sleep," I told Jeff. He shrugged
indifferently, probably debating better ways to help me to
sleep. Jeff is a bit of a bore with the lights on, but no matter.
He is there to be used.
My guest did wait up. He smiled at me from inside the
closet where he'd been hiding, and smiled his appreciation
for the beer. He drank it immediately, offering me a swig.
I must say I rather enjoyed having him as a roommate.
While NancySandraEllenWanda were a grating flock of gab-
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bling g e w 11 di po d of, total olitud wa not to my
liking. I njoy having om on conv~ni ntly clo in tim . of
n d, ome n to di cu phi lo ophy and , , ual t chniqu ~
with,
t drink t a with. 1y hunchba -k d gue t wa
p rfo ·
h didn't talk, ther wa no chanc
f th
of nam -c Hing ancy andra lien Wanda njoyed.
di put
He wa fri ndli r, but not as noisy a the oth r . Th imple
act of haring a b r with him rai d a warm glow of compan
ion hip. He was right, his was a better way of communicating.
We put "Bolero" on the stereo and I did some quickie writing
assignments. The hunchback sat on the couch beside me and
pursued Justine.
I showered first, noting that he'd been hitting my
Listerine rather heavily. Friendly clean, housebroken he
was infinitely superior to a dog. I was putting on my pajamas
when I heard an ear-splitting, mirror-breaking hriek from
down the hall. I put my head out my front door to see half
the dorm converging on a girl who was having hysteric . I
watched from my vantage point.
'It's Mary," he managed to croak "She .... " A few
of the mob went into her room and came out sobbing,
oohing, retching and generally being indi creetly demon
tra tive. A mes y busines , if you a k me. I was in no hurry
to go to bed so I strolled down there and aid, "What
eems
to be the problem? '
"Ooooooh," moaned th girl. "How could you tand
it?" I look d into her apartm nt and aw Mary in th middl
of th floor, her h ad in h r hand . Lit rally. Th re t of the
body wasn't th re. I could gu s wh re it wa . Wandering
into the other bedroom confirmed my theory. Mary wa in
Mary's bed. Logically.

"You again ' said the op wh n he came in. "l 'm
beginning to wonder about you."
"You alway did," I aid. "I think you're prejudiced,
though I really can't imagine why."
"You got a good head on your shoulders," he snapped.
"Howcum it's still there?"
"Because I know when to clear out of this place," said
76
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I a idly. "I wa out with Jeff again, in a mor public plac
thi tim . Iv got o many alibie it would mak your h ad
pin. Or fall off, a th ca may b ." I l ft the party and
r turned to my apartm nt .
"An ther inmate down th drain," I aid to my vi itor
in an w r to hi r i d yebrow. He miled adly and shook
hi head. A tender-hearted creature, I must say.
"Look," I said, "I've got to know your name. It's no
good calling you something clever like Quasimodo or Derek.
Who are you?"
He went to the bedroom, borrowed some more of my
paper and scribbled on it: "Lester."
"Le ter what? From where?" I asked.
"None of your damned business," he replied in writing.
I shrugged. Le ter and I went to bed, myself in the upper and
himself in the lower bunk.
Next morning Mary's hysterical roommate had moved
out. My next door neighbors were hurriedly packing and so
were several girls down the hall. That emptied our floor to
about half the original population. A few nervous ones from
other floors also left. I was pleased about the large migration.
It made for horter lines in the cafeteria.
More rumors were circulated in classes. The sorority
girl made it known that she'd certainly move out of a dorm
aft r so many murder .
"Why?' I ask d mildly. "lt' relieved the crowded
condition hasn't it? And you know how annoying the
population xplosion can be."
"How would you feel if you came home and found a
head in your bed?" she damanded. "You wouldn't think it
was so funny."
"The bodie were in the bed ," I pointed out. "The
heads were on the floor, north outheastwest, like that,
a urning you mean the same murder."
She turned grey and somewhat splotchy around the
edges and muttered something about an escaped dwarf from
the asylum across the river. "That will be Lester," I thought
as I opened my notebook. I must confess I'd been curious
about his origin.
I returned to the apartment that afternoon. The R.A.
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bu tl d up t me rn the h ll t r lat a number of h rrifying
rumor . umber n :
dwarf maniac hunchback rapi t had
'aped fr m the l cal a<.;ylum.
umber tw : h, wa a
vamJ ire with the tr n 7 th f t n. Numb r thr 'C: He w ·1s
bcli vcd t b th mad mur<l r 'r. umb r f ur: Ile had b '11
n in the vicinity. To garni h the e d I eta blc mor I ,
h added that the polic w r
n twenty-four h ur patrol of
th ar a and all girl w re warned to tay in their room with
their door locked xcept for meal and clas e , at which time
they were advi d to tay in group .
"Per anally I think I would prefer the murderer," I aid.
" one of this worrie you, doe it, dear?" he breathed
at me.
"You worry me," aid I.
"I meant," he e plained carefully ''that if you feel
Ion ly or afraid I want you and all the girl to confide in me.
After all, you are all away from your moth r and I know how
I'd feel."
I agreed. "Ye . I hall write Owld Mather immediately.
She lik
to be in on the action." The R.A. looked gri ved
and walked away.
'That woman need a Bet y Wetsy doll," I told Le ter.
He'd om how managed to find the making of a ketchup
andwich and was licking the r mains from hi fingers.
"Why didn t you ay you were from a looney bin?'
I a ked. "It do n't seem like an unrea onabl reque t, to
know wh re you w r from. l figured you for omeon
frat puke boyfriend and n arly turn d you in." Le t r
chuckl d and continued licking hi fing r . I looked away.
Ther wa
omething nau ating about watching a pink
tongu lick between dripping red fingers.
It wa a bad evening. I'd had a petty quarrel with Jeff
over the phone and I was till grumping when I went down
tair for my vening coke from the machine. Mother R.A.,
who, by oincid nee wa al o fr quen ting th machine ,
looked at me curiou ly.
"Argument with Jeff," I explained, "I'd be better off
with a goldfish." She smiled agreement. "But Jeff more
stimulating, sexually," I added. The R.A. wheezed in horror,

When I went to bed I wa still f eling queasy about him.
What wa he in the bin for? It worried me. He wa obviously
not a rapi t but rather, like my elf a conoisseur. His choice
of reading material testified to that. Maybe he was a kl pto
and I couldn't afford to lose any of my books. An occasion
al cup of tea was all I had to offer.
That and my brilliant conver ation, laden with newsy
trivia. L ter nored beneath me. I clo ed my eye was
nearly asleep when I heard my front door open. I'd locked
my front door. Feet huffled down th hall. My door his ed
open.
I quinted one eye open and studied thi ph nomenon.
A small amount of light drifted in through my narrow
window and in it I could ee th R.A. "We're in big trouble,"
I thought. If thi wa a b d h ck I'd b hard put to explain
th extra roommate. Al o I'd be held respon ible for my
plug-in teapot, which was in plain ight. R.A. bent over the
lower bunk, humming oftly to herself, "Tucked afely in
their beds ...." Something shiny glinted in one hand. I
squinted at it curiously, then hung over the bunk edge and
said casually, "Hi there."
"Yeeeeeoop!" she yeeeeeooped. The shiny something
wa a pas key.
Quite unexpectedly, Lester made a grunting ound in
his throat and tackled her. She behaved most irrationally for
one who had just been tackled. She made little rat-scritchy
sounds in the corner as she tried to get up, then fell back,
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xhaling Sprit' all over th front of
woman I d cid d.
I grump d back t the room
annoy d I ·lamrn d the door and
tormily, with ut offering L ter a
a mom nt, th n returned hi att

th machin . An uncouth
with my coke. I was o
Oopped on to the cou h
drink. H look d hurt for
ntion to The 120 Days

of Sodom.
For ome reason the memory of the ticky ketchup on
hi fingers repelled me. Maybe that' why I didn't offer
him some of my coke. Damn hi vulgar taste.
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till g ntly crooning h r littl ditty: "Saf ly in th ir b d
in th ir bed . . . ."
L t r h v r d over h r. I hopp d down and j in d
him. Wh n h aw me sh' w nt into the nc t tag' f her
ill gical b havi r.
h y 11 d, and lunged at m with a Boy
b n holding und r h r rob .
"Thi i n't n ce ary " I tried to explain a the two
dodged about the room, "I'm ure the whole thing can be
settled in dorm council." I assumed she wa exerci ing her
protective in tincts, not knowing Lester was my friend. As
she lunged pa t me, Le ter grabbed for the hatchet and hit
me in tead. I tipp d backward, falling into the R.A.
She rolled away and tood up over me, brandi hing her
hatchet. She wung it, and a he wung it she looked traight
at me. It wa not until that late date that I realized that he
was, indeed trying to kill m . It was a most un ttling
experience. I could picture my head on th Moroccan rug
adorning the unsanitary brown stain left by ancySandra
EllenWanda. Lester grabbed her hatchet arm and yanked it
to the ide, thinking to prevent my sloppy d mi e. Quite by
accid nt I a ure you, this motion rved to slash the R.A.'s
throat. Thi spilled a good deal of blooc;l and cau d her to
moan in distre , "In their ...." It wa a v ry harp hatchet.
Still, there wa no n ed for L ter to trik her a ccond
tim
o that h r head rolled off. Her mouth wa pur ed,
frol n in th act of aying, .....bed .... "

'That wa clum y of you." I said to Lester, who hung
hi head and fingered the hatchet. I sat down on the bunk.
"This is most distre sing," I added, thinking of the incon
venience . "How hall I report this one to the R.A .? And no
matt r how I tell it, they'll till think you're ome ort of
homicidal maniac. The doctor will n v r get off your
crooked little back."
Lester continued looking at the body and the head
sorrowfully. "Since the incident obviously took place here,
they'll be quite thorough in their investigation. They're
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b coming annoy d. You'll be difficult to hide." H at down
n t to me. We gaLed at th head ilcntly.
P r L t r. H look d po itively pitiful. I didn't lik
to think f him ittrng in an a ylum. It occurred to m that
n matter what I wa lo ing a friend. Pity. I took hi bloody
hand, forg tting t mporarily about th k tchup.
"Got any idea ?" He shook his head. "You'd best cut
ou t. If you'r nowhere around, they can't blame you." My
capacity for logic was in rare form just then. "Wash yourself
before you leave, go out the back door, and straight into the
hills. There' nothing but ridge runners and pine forests for
200 mile ." He nodded and w nt into the bathroom to wa h.
I left the body where it wa . One more puddle of blood
eemed minor. Lester had to step over it when he came back
into the room.
"Bury the hatchet when you're out in the wilderness. I
find it aesthetically displeasing." He nodded. I sighed. "I
su ppose I shall have to mop up the mess again. It's as well
we've eliminated her. She was such a sloppy murderess."
We left the apartment and crept down the hall. As we
passed the R.A.'s room, Lester ducked inside. He went
straight to the cupboard, opened it, and tucked a bottle of
ketchup into his belt and a loaf of bread under his arm.
"Ingrate," I hissed as we went down the back steps,
"teal hr food and then cut her head off. For hame." We
neaked out the back. Lester look d around, saw nobody, and
took my hand. H choked on omething, then pok ru tily.
Ketchup stuck in his throat, I presume. "I was- looking. Then
I was hiding from the terrible things I found. Then I found
you . Now I don't know whether to hide or look."
"Why should you wonder that?"
"None of your damned business," he croaked and walk d
down the slope in to the hadows.

I got on the phone when I got back. "Get me the
police, please," I said and waited for the answer. "I think
you'd better send somebody. I have just guillotined my R.A .
and I don't know to whom to report it." I gave them the .
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addr
nd hung up. I b gan to hide my teapot but on
emed rather pointle ·. I waited.
cond th ught that
Th authoritie w r prompt. Almo t imm "diat ly l
wa wampcd with p li men. Itri ·ct to xplain, h n tly and
forthrightly, but th y w re keptical.
' h wa brandi ·hing her hatch t with much gu to, '
I in i ted , "and l tri d to knock it away. Unfortunat ly, I
knock d too hard , and you e th r ult," I concluded adly.
"Sure, kid, ' said the suspicious one. "And where' the
hatchet she carried?"
I'd gotten rid of the evidence against her as well a
against myself.
"You don't think I lured h r in here and attacked her,
do you?" I demanded with some heat. A jail sentence was
bound to cau e my parents much consternation particularly
if I told them the sentence wa unjust. It annoy them to
think their off pring might, like common fool , be exploited.
"If there's no hatchet around, how could you attack
her?" chuckled the suspicious one. "Don't try for glory kid,
at least not that kind. You just keep on screwing with your
boyfriend and leave erious stuff to your police department.
We're more u ed to it."
They trooped out with the body and the head leaving
a messy room for me to clean up, sputtering impotently.
I dislike feeling ineffectual.

I
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A

oy

ANd A

DOG

A boy ran through harvest fields,
Chased at heel by his little dog
That ran two-step to follow
His master-friend.
Pau ed by the elm to scold his pup,
Silly pup and butterfly.
Off again running,
Fresh dew of morning bathing bare limbs,
The heavy sun purple and cool.
They topped once more on a rock by a brook,
The brook to him a mighty river
Brawling down to the ea.
But he, like a man,
Dared its current and depth,
And together they made it safely.
On the other side a boy again,
He smiled at the pup and then di appeared.

Bob Rowland
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Brazen Autumn
Stepped out of her clothes
Into Winter's frosty arms.
I took your hand
For the last time
Knowing the promise of our pas ion
Would be frozen before Spring.
It was worth the pain
Of frostbite.

Ruth E. Stewart
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